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    		Donuts (corporation)

      
Donuts or Donuts Inc. is a start-up company that was created to apply and run new generic top-level domains (gTLDs) as made possible by ICANN's gTLD expansion program; it was co-founded by Paul Stahura, Jonathon Nevett, Richard Tindal, and Daniel Schindler. In April 2011, the company was in stealth mode and raising capital; based on the company's filing with the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC), Donuts raised $1 million equity financing. Since then it has submitted 307 gTLD applications and secured an initial investment of $100 million in financing, and a subsequent round of an undisclosed amount though apparently it "almost doubles" its reserves. The second round of funding was earmarked specifically for gTLD auctions to resolve its 158 contention sets. The company's headquarters is located in Bellevue, Washington.



In September 2012, Donuts was ranked #14 in The Wall Street Journal's Top 50 Start-Ups for 2012. It was also the newest start-up on the list.



New gTLD applications
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    		Apartment

      
An apartment (in American and Canadian English) or a flat (in British English) is a self-contained housing unit (a type of residential real estate) that occupies only part of a building, correctly, on a single level without a stair. Such a building may be called an apartment building, apartment complex (in American English), apartment house (in American English), block of flats, tower block, high-rise or, occasionally mansion block (in British English), especially if it consists of many apartments for rent. In Scotland it is called a block of flats or, if it's a traditional sandstone building, a tenement, which has a pejorative connotation elsewhere. Apartments may be owned by an owner/occupier, by leasehold tenure or rented by tenants (two types of housing tenure).



Terminology



The term apartment is favoured in North America (although flat is used in the case of a unit which is part of a house containing two or three units, typically one to a floor) and also is the preferred term in Ireland. In the UK, the term apartment is more usual in professional real estate and architectural circles where otherwise the term flat is commonly, but not exclusively, for an apartment without a stair (hence a 'flat' apartment). Technically multi-storey apartments are referred to as 'duplex' (or 'triplex') indicating the number of floors within the property.  Usage generally follows the British in Singapore, Hong Kong and most Commonwealth nations.
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    		The Apartments

      
The Apartments, an Australian indie band created in 1978 in Brisbane by Peter Milton Walsh. Based in Sydney, Australia, the band has continued to play, mostly in France, and has recorded eight albums, with the most recent release in 2015. With Peter Milton Walsh as singer-songwriter, The Apartments continue as a core group of players from the UK, Australia and France for recording and touring.  



History


The band's name derives from Billy Wilder's 1960 film The Apartment.  The Apartments have had a strong following in Europe since being based in London in the mid-1980s.  Since returning to live in Australia in the late 1980s Walsh has continued to tour The Apartments in France and occasionally in Australia. 



Early Apartments and Brisbane Connections (1978-1980)



The Apartments first came together in Brisbane in 1978 with Walsh (guitar, vocals), Michael O'Connell (guitar, vocals), Peter Whitby (bass, vocals) and Peter Martin (drums). The Apartments played regularly during a period of flourishing creative activity in Brisbane in the late 70s
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    		Uniregistry

      
Uniregistry is a Cayman Islands-based domain name registry that administers the generic top-level domains .audio, .auto, .blackfriday, .car, .cars, .christmas, .click, .diet, .flowers, .game, .gift, .guitars, .help, .hiphop, .hiv, .hosting, .juegos, .link, .lol, .mom, .photo, .pics, .property, .sexy, and .tattoo. In February 2012, the related company Uniregistrar Corporation became an ICANN-accredited registrar and launched under the licensed Uniregistry brand name in 2014.



History


Uniregistry Corporation was officially founded in 2012 by Frank Schilling, one of the largest private domain name portfolio owners in the world, and registered in the Cayman Islands. However, the domain Uniregistry.com was registered six years earlier and the company filed an intent to use the name in the Cayman Islands in 2010. Trademark applications for the "Uniregistry" mark and its stylized "U" logo were filed in 2012. That year, Schilling invested $60 million and applied for 54 new top-level domains. Uniregistrar Corporation became an ICANN-accredited registrar in February 2013. In January 2014, Uniregistry Inc. became a subsidiary in Newport Beach, California to house a West Coast service and support team. The registrar began operating under the licensed Uniregistry brand name in 2014. Uniregistry's registry infrastructure was designed by Internet Systems Consortium (ISC) and Uniregistry subsequently purchased its infrastructure in 2013.
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    		Photograph

      
A photograph or photo is an image created by light falling on a light-sensitive surface, usually photographic film or an electronic medium such as a CCD or a CMOS chip. Most photographs are created using a camera, which uses a lens to focus the scene's visible wavelengths of light into a reproduction of what the human eye would see. The process and practice of creating photographs is called photography. The word "photograph" was coined in 1839 by Sir John Herschel and is based on the Greek φῶς (phos), meaning "light", and γραφή (graphê), meaning "drawing, writing", together meaning "drawing with light".



History


The first permanent photograph, a contact-exposed copy of an engraving, was made in 1822 using the bitumen-based "heliography" process developed by Nicéphore Niépce. The first photographs of a real-world scene, made using a camera obscura, followed a few years later, but Niépce's process was not sensitive enough to be practical for that application: a camera exposure lasting for hours or days was required. In 1829 Niépce entered into a partnership with Louis Daguerre and the two collaborated to work out a similar but more sensitive and otherwise improved process.
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    		Photo (song)

      
"Photo" is the second single Ryan Cabrera released from his 2005 studio album You Stand Watching. Lisa Origliasso of The Veronicas, Cabrera's girlfriend at the time, played his love interest in the song's music video. In the Philippines, the song reached #21.
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                                6 Apartments with 2 Bedrooms House Tour on 50X100 Plot - DPRO.design

                                    Buy the design at https://dpro.design/product/da42301a/
Step into the house with your phone (or computer) to have a virtual tour through this link. https://dpro.design/virtual-tours/DA42301A/
Design available with House ID: DA32301A and DA42301A

Total Floor Area = 1160sqm/ 12486sqft
Ground Floor Area = 248sqm/2670sqft
Apartment Area = 104sqm/1116sqft

On a small 50X100 plot, construct 6 Apartments each with 2 bedrooms each with its own attached bathroom. An additional guest toilet/ WC for each apartment. 6 vehicle weather protected parking and a laundry room on 3 floors livable.

Ground Floor:
- 6 Vehicle Parking
- Stairs to the first floor

First Floor:
- 2 Apartments each with the layout description as below
- Living room in open plan layout together with the dining room and kitchen
- F... 
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                                24/7 In An Exclusive Luxury Miami Condo  | Heavy Rain & Thunder | Rain On Window

                                    This is a reupoload of my miami live stream that stopped :( Why not spend the night in this luxury Condo, this is a cozy bedroom condominium scene, luxurious but still cozy, feel like spending time in a beautiful, expensive opulent condo, this won't cost you a thing staying here, maybe a bit of internet bandwidth. Sleep to the sounds of torrential rain and thunder, leave the balcony door open to listen to the rain and thunder. With some very subtle city sounds to go with the heavy thunderstorm. I have put some lights animating on the buildings in the background. The rain in this video is meant to be a heavy tropical downpour, the glazed door to the balcony is deliberately left open to let the sound of the rain into the room.

If you like my content and feel like you want to show some extra... 
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                                Dakota Apartments WEST Side Photo Analysis

                                    The Dakota, also known as the Dakota Apartments, is a famous and historic residential building in New York City. Located at 1 West 72nd Street on the northwest corner of 72nd Street and Central Park West in the Upper West Side, the Dakota was completed in 1884 and is one of the city's most prestigious addresses. The building was designed by architect Henry J. Hardenbergh, who later designed the Plaza Hotel, in a style that blends elements of the Renaissance, Gothic, and German architecture.

The Dakota is known for its luxury, its large apartments, and its prominent residents, including celebrities, artists, and musicians. One of its most famous residents was John Lennon, the former Beatle, who lived there from 1973 until his assassination in front of the building in 1980. Yoko Ono, Lennon... 
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                                Timberchase Apartments Photo Tour

                                    Timberchase Apartments are located in the Homewood neighborhood of Birmingham, Alabama, and are going to be starting some exciting renovations in 2022! 
Take a tour of our community through photos! We have so much to offer! 
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                                Prairie Oaks Senior Apartments | Two Bedroom 1.5 Bath | Virtual Tour

                                    https://www.prairieoaksseniorapartments.com | 608-845-7475

Prairie Oaks II has one and two bedroom apartment homes for those 55 and older. Prairie Oaks II is a smoke-free community.

Located in the beautiful suburb of Verona, Prairie Oaks II has something for everyone. Convenient to the downtown area for shopping, banking, and restaurants, you are also just a 15 minute drive to attractions and amenities Madison has to offer. Without leaving the community, you will have the opportunity to spend your mornings chatting with friends over coffee, card games in the afternoons and social hours in the evenings.

With more than 30 years’ experience in independent senior living, Laramar offers responsive 24-hour emergency maintenance and professional management.  Prairie Oaks II Senior Apartments i... 
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                                Photo a Day: Moroccan Apartments

                                    While spending a year abroad in Rabat, Morocco with the YES Abroad program, I fell in love with the towering apartment buildings seen all around the city. From my bedroom, I looked across a cluster of courtyards to the back of another apartment building, seeing into our neighbors' balconies and homes. The ever-changing nature of these frequently used balconies, plus the shadow on them that constantly shifted according to the weather and time, prompted me to take a photo from my window each day to document these dynamic apartments. While I lost about 2/3 of my photos taken, this is a small collection of the ones I was able to salvage. 
song: Zina by Algerian band Babylone 
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                                The Interlace apartments, Singapore, by OMA/Ole Scheeren – high-end design that’s affordable

                                    Read the full article at: http://trendsideas.com/#/search/44675

The Interlace apartments feature stacked building blocks in an hexagonal pattern, and offers affordable housing in Singapore

With its 31 stacked blocks and hexagonal plan,
The Interlace is far from standard tower block design
 
Trends editorial director Paul Taylor looks at this 
dramatic design by OMA/Ole Scheeren

When it comes to design, the word unique is one that is so overused these days that it’s started to lose its value. 

However, I’ve got no hesitation using unique to describe the project we’re looking at here – it’s The Interlace … a CapitaLand development in Singapore.

Firstly, there’s the underlying philosophy behind the project – that high end residential projects by world renowned architectural firms should ... 
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                                Miami, Florida | LaVida Apartments -  Photo Slideshow

                                    LaVida Apartments features luxury one-, two-, and three-bedroom apartment homes in Miami, Florida. 
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                                Playing In School Apartments | PUBG MOBILE

                                    PUBG MOBILE 

Business inquiries 
Levinho@amplifiedim.com ( Do not ask for RP here! )

Remember to like & subscribe for daily videos! 

• Levinho's Social Media Handles •
https://www.instagram.com/levinho/
https://www.tiktok.com/@levinho/

#levinho    #pubgmobile   #sevou 
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         Buy the design at https://dpro.design/product/da42301a/
Step into the house with your phone (or computer) to have a virtual tour through this link. https://dpro...

         Buy the design at https://dpro.design/product/da42301a/
Step into the house with your phone (or computer) to have a virtual tour through this link. https://dpro.design/virtual-tours/DA42301A/
Design available with House ID: DA32301A and DA42301A

Total Floor Area = 1160sqm/ 12486sqft
Ground Floor Area = 248sqm/2670sqft
Apartment Area = 104sqm/1116sqft

On a small 50X100 plot, construct 6 Apartments each with 2 bedrooms each with its own attached bathroom. An additional guest toilet/ WC for each apartment. 6 vehicle weather protected parking and a laundry room on 3 floors livable.

Ground Floor:
- 6 Vehicle Parking
- Stairs to the first floor

First Floor:
- 2 Apartments each with the layout description as below
- Living room in open plan layout together with the dining room and kitchen
- Front facing private balcony accessed through the living room
- Dining room
- Kitchen 
- Side facing private balcony with outdoor cooking platform for barbeques or charcoal stove cooking and laundry area accessed through the kitchen
- Guest toilet/ WC
- Door into private corridor leading to the bedrooms
- Kid's bedroom with private bathroom accessed only through the kid's bedroom
- Master bedroom with private bathroom accessed only through the Master bedroom. Dressing/ makeup area.

Second Floor:
- 2 Apartments each with the layout description as on First Floor
- Stairs to the first and third floor

Third Floor:
- 2 Apartments each with the layout description as on First Floor
- Stairs to the second and fourth floor

Fourth Floor:
- Optional rooftop access
- Rooftop can be adapted as a flat roof with activity access (laundry, patio or solar system)
- Access to water tanks
- Stairs to the third floor

Approximate Construction Cost in East African with premium and luxury finishes: UGX 800,000,000, KES 23,000,000, TZS 500,000,000, RWF 208,000,000, BIF 415,000,000, EUR 192,000, USD 216,000.  Please note this is an estimate made based on ideal Ugandan conditions. Prices will vary depending on Country, method of construction, construction technology and the team used.

Download files include;-
Sheet Index
Welcome page
Rear Elevation
Left Elevation
Front Elevation
Right Elevation
Floor Plans
Foundation/Footers
Ground Floor Area
Renderings 01
Renderings 02
Renderings 03
Door Schedule
Window Schedule
Building Sections
Site Plan
Project Presentation – View 1
Project Presentation – View 2
Project Presentation – Site
Project Presentation – Floor Plans
Project Presentation – Sections
Project Presentation – Renders
Project Presentation – Zones
Project Presentation – Details
Project Presentation – Elevations

Get in touch with us at hello@dpro.design to purchase an accurate Bills Of Quantities and Material Schedule.

Made with ARCHICAD and Twinmotion

Buy the design at https://dpro.design/product/da42301a/
Download a FREE sample drawings and renders of this building https://dpro.design/wp-content/uploads/2021/02/DPRO.design-Architectural-Project-6-Apartment-DA42301A-Free-Tier.pdf

Your Source of Beautiful House Plans for cost-effective construction. DPRO.design is available for hire to 3D render any designs. 
https://www.dpro.design

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Books I recommend on Amazon (Affiliate links):

Your Architecture Career :
https://amzn.to/3brXPDE

Building Construction Illustrated:
https://amzn.to/3OHATPq

Fundamentals of Building Construction:
https://amzn.to/3OHB1yo

Building Codes Illustrated 2018:
https://amzn.to/3OHr7wE

Building Construction Principles, Materials, and Systems:
https://amzn.to/3QMqbJb

Estimating construction costs:
https://amzn.to/3ytwzy1

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

My Gear on Amazon (Affiliate links):

Laptop - https://amzn.to/3OJyL9U
Cooling Pad - https://amzn.to/3HSIngj
Mouse - https://amzn.to/3bg29Wz
Desktop - https://amzn.to/3zYaSXU
Keyboard - https://amzn.to/3A7MP8T
Monitor - https://amzn.to/3A5E5jO

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

#dproDesign #BeautifulDesign #HouseDesigns
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Step into the house with your phone (or computer) to have a virtual tour through this link. https://dpro.design/virtual-tours/DA42301A/
Design available with House ID: DA32301A and DA42301A

Total Floor Area = 1160sqm/ 12486sqft
Ground Floor Area = 248sqm/2670sqft
Apartment Area = 104sqm/1116sqft

On a small 50X100 plot, construct 6 Apartments each with 2 bedrooms each with its own attached bathroom. An additional guest toilet/ WC for each apartment. 6 vehicle weather protected parking and a laundry room on 3 floors livable.

Ground Floor:
- 6 Vehicle Parking
- Stairs to the first floor

First Floor:
- 2 Apartments each with the layout description as below
- Living room in open plan layout together with the dining room and kitchen
- Front facing private balcony accessed through the living room
- Dining room
- Kitchen 
- Side facing private balcony with outdoor cooking platform for barbeques or charcoal stove cooking and laundry area accessed through the kitchen
- Guest toilet/ WC
- Door into private corridor leading to the bedrooms
- Kid's bedroom with private bathroom accessed only through the kid's bedroom
- Master bedroom with private bathroom accessed only through the Master bedroom. Dressing/ makeup area.

Second Floor:
- 2 Apartments each with the layout description as on First Floor
- Stairs to the first and third floor

Third Floor:
- 2 Apartments each with the layout description as on First Floor
- Stairs to the second and fourth floor

Fourth Floor:
- Optional rooftop access
- Rooftop can be adapted as a flat roof with activity access (laundry, patio or solar system)
- Access to water tanks
- Stairs to the third floor

Approximate Construction Cost in East African with premium and luxury finishes: UGX 800,000,000, KES 23,000,000, TZS 500,000,000, RWF 208,000,000, BIF 415,000,000, EUR 192,000, USD 216,000.  Please note this is an estimate made based on ideal Ugandan conditions. Prices will vary depending on Country, method of construction, construction technology and the team used.

Download files include;-
Sheet Index
Welcome page
Rear Elevation
Left Elevation
Front Elevation
Right Elevation
Floor Plans
Foundation/Footers
Ground Floor Area
Renderings 01
Renderings 02
Renderings 03
Door Schedule
Window Schedule
Building Sections
Site Plan
Project Presentation – View 1
Project Presentation – View 2
Project Presentation – Site
Project Presentation – Floor Plans
Project Presentation – Sections
Project Presentation – Renders
Project Presentation – Zones
Project Presentation – Details
Project Presentation – Elevations

Get in touch with us at hello@dpro.design to purchase an accurate Bills Of Quantities and Material Schedule.

Made with ARCHICAD and Twinmotion

Buy the design at https://dpro.design/product/da42301a/
Download a FREE sample drawings and renders of this building https://dpro.design/wp-content/uploads/2021/02/DPRO.design-Architectural-Project-6-Apartment-DA42301A-Free-Tier.pdf

Your Source of Beautiful House Plans for cost-effective construction. DPRO.design is available for hire to 3D render any designs. 
https://www.dpro.design
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Your Architecture Career :
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		24/7 In An Exclusive Luxury Miami Condo  | Heavy Rain & Thunder | Rain On Window

			Order: Reorder
	Duration: 0:00
	Uploaded Date: 07 Apr 2022
	views: 3044782


         This is a reupoload of my miami live stream that stopped :( Why not spend the night in this luxury Condo, this is a cozy bedroom condominium scene, luxurious bu...

         This is a reupoload of my miami live stream that stopped :( Why not spend the night in this luxury Condo, this is a cozy bedroom condominium scene, luxurious but still cozy, feel like spending time in a beautiful, expensive opulent condo, this won't cost you a thing staying here, maybe a bit of internet bandwidth. Sleep to the sounds of torrential rain and thunder, leave the balcony door open to listen to the rain and thunder. With some very subtle city sounds to go with the heavy thunderstorm. I have put some lights animating on the buildings in the background. The rain in this video is meant to be a heavy tropical downpour, the glazed door to the balcony is deliberately left open to let the sound of the rain into the room.

If you like my content and feel like you want to show some extra support...
Perhaps consider 'buying me a coffee' here: https://ko-fi.com/ambientrenders

Sleep well & Stay Safe everyone

Ambient Renders

Copyright information:
Do not copy, reproduce or redistribute my videos anywhere on the internet, I do not give permission unless its expressly given in writing by myself. Thank you

#RainonWindow #RainSoundsforSleeping #RainatNight #rainsounds #ambientrenders
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                    This is a reupoload of my miami live stream that stopped :( Why not spend the night in this luxury Condo, this is a cozy bedroom condominium scene, luxurious but still cozy, feel like spending time in a beautiful, expensive opulent condo, this won't cost you a thing staying here, maybe a bit of internet bandwidth. Sleep to the sounds of torrential rain and thunder, leave the balcony door open to listen to the rain and thunder. With some very subtle city sounds to go with the heavy thunderstorm. I have put some lights animating on the buildings in the background. The rain in this video is meant to be a heavy tropical downpour, the glazed door to the balcony is deliberately left open to let the sound of the rain into the room.

If you like my content and feel like you want to show some extra support...
Perhaps consider 'buying me a coffee' here: https://ko-fi.com/ambientrenders

Sleep well & Stay Safe everyone

Ambient Renders

Copyright information:
Do not copy, reproduce or redistribute my videos anywhere on the internet, I do not give permission unless its expressly given in writing by myself. Thank you

#RainonWindow #RainSoundsforSleeping #RainatNight #rainsounds #ambientrenders
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		Dakota Apartments WEST Side Photo Analysis
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         The Dakota, also known as the Dakota Apartments, is a famous and historic residential building in New York City. Located at 1 West 72nd Street on the northwest ...

         The Dakota, also known as the Dakota Apartments, is a famous and historic residential building in New York City. Located at 1 West 72nd Street on the northwest corner of 72nd Street and Central Park West in the Upper West Side, the Dakota was completed in 1884 and is one of the city's most prestigious addresses. The building was designed by architect Henry J. Hardenbergh, who later designed the Plaza Hotel, in a style that blends elements of the Renaissance, Gothic, and German architecture.

The Dakota is known for its luxury, its large apartments, and its prominent residents, including celebrities, artists, and musicians. One of its most famous residents was John Lennon, the former Beatle, who lived there from 1973 until his assassination in front of the building in 1980. Yoko Ono, Lennon's widow, has continued to live in the Dakota.

The building's name is said to have come from the developer, Edward Clark, who believed its location was as remote as the Dakota Territory, though this was well before the Upper West Side was fully developed. The Dakota was designated a New York City Landmark in 1969 and was added to the National Register of Historic Places in 1972. It is notable for its high gables, deep roofs, terracotta spandrels, and oriel windows, among other architectural features, making it an iconic part of New York City's architectural heritage.

Welcome to the Strange History Society. Your membership to this channel helps me create more videos like this one. Please join here: https://www.youtube.com/@StrangeHistorySociety

https://linktr.ee/strangehistorysociety

Produced by Campfire Studios. All Rights Reserved.
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                    The Dakota, also known as the Dakota Apartments, is a famous and historic residential building in New York City. Located at 1 West 72nd Street on the northwest corner of 72nd Street and Central Park West in the Upper West Side, the Dakota was completed in 1884 and is one of the city's most prestigious addresses. The building was designed by architect Henry J. Hardenbergh, who later designed the Plaza Hotel, in a style that blends elements of the Renaissance, Gothic, and German architecture.

The Dakota is known for its luxury, its large apartments, and its prominent residents, including celebrities, artists, and musicians. One of its most famous residents was John Lennon, the former Beatle, who lived there from 1973 until his assassination in front of the building in 1980. Yoko Ono, Lennon's widow, has continued to live in the Dakota.

The building's name is said to have come from the developer, Edward Clark, who believed its location was as remote as the Dakota Territory, though this was well before the Upper West Side was fully developed. The Dakota was designated a New York City Landmark in 1969 and was added to the National Register of Historic Places in 1972. It is notable for its high gables, deep roofs, terracotta spandrels, and oriel windows, among other architectural features, making it an iconic part of New York City's architectural heritage.
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         Timberchase Apartments are located in the Homewood neighborhood of Birmingham, Alabama, and are going to be starting some exciting renovations in 2022! 
Take a ...

         Timberchase Apartments are located in the Homewood neighborhood of Birmingham, Alabama, and are going to be starting some exciting renovations in 2022! 
Take a tour of our community through photos! We have so much to offer!
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         https://www.prairieoaksseniorapartments.com | 608-845-7475

Prairie Oaks II has one and two bedroom apartment homes for those 55 and older. Prairie Oaks II is a...

         https://www.prairieoaksseniorapartments.com | 608-845-7475

Prairie Oaks II has one and two bedroom apartment homes for those 55 and older. Prairie Oaks II is a smoke-free community.

Located in the beautiful suburb of Verona, Prairie Oaks II has something for everyone. Convenient to the downtown area for shopping, banking, and restaurants, you are also just a 15 minute drive to attractions and amenities Madison has to offer. Without leaving the community, you will have the opportunity to spend your mornings chatting with friends over coffee, card games in the afternoons and social hours in the evenings.

With more than 30 years’ experience in independent senior living, Laramar offers responsive 24-hour emergency maintenance and professional management.  Prairie Oaks II Senior Apartments is an affordable apartment community and has income restriction guidelines.
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Prairie Oaks II has one and two bedroom apartment homes for those 55 and older. Prairie Oaks II is a smoke-free community.

Located in the beautiful suburb of Verona, Prairie Oaks II has something for everyone. Convenient to the downtown area for shopping, banking, and restaurants, you are also just a 15 minute drive to attractions and amenities Madison has to offer. Without leaving the community, you will have the opportunity to spend your mornings chatting with friends over coffee, card games in the afternoons and social hours in the evenings.

With more than 30 years’ experience in independent senior living, Laramar offers responsive 24-hour emergency maintenance and professional management.  Prairie Oaks II Senior Apartments is an affordable apartment community and has income restriction guidelines.
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         While spending a year abroad in Rabat, Morocco with the YES Abroad program, I fell in love with the towering apartment buildings seen all around the city. From ...

         While spending a year abroad in Rabat, Morocco with the YES Abroad program, I fell in love with the towering apartment buildings seen all around the city. From my bedroom, I looked across a cluster of courtyards to the back of another apartment building, seeing into our neighbors' balconies and homes. The ever-changing nature of these frequently used balconies, plus the shadow on them that constantly shifted according to the weather and time, prompted me to take a photo from my window each day to document these dynamic apartments. While I lost about 2/3 of my photos taken, this is a small collection of the ones I was able to salvage. 
song: Zina by Algerian band Babylone
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         Read the full article at: http://trendsideas.com/#/search/44675

The Interlace apartments feature stacked building blocks in an hexagonal pattern, and offers af...

         Read the full article at: http://trendsideas.com/#/search/44675

The Interlace apartments feature stacked building blocks in an hexagonal pattern, and offers affordable housing in Singapore

With its 31 stacked blocks and hexagonal plan,
The Interlace is far from standard tower block design
 
Trends editorial director Paul Taylor looks at this 
dramatic design by OMA/Ole Scheeren

When it comes to design, the word unique is one that is so overused these days that it’s started to lose its value. 

However, I’ve got no hesitation using unique to describe the project we’re looking at here – it’s The Interlace … a CapitaLand development in Singapore.

Firstly, there’s the underlying philosophy behind the project – that high end residential projects by world renowned architectural firms should be accessible to a wide range of people … and not just an elite few.

And then there’s the design itself … by Ole Scheeren for distinguished international firm OMA.

This is no standard response to multi-residential projects which usually result in a huddle of separate high-rise towers. Instead, Scheeren has arranged 31 stacked blocks in a spectacular hexagonal pattern on the eight hectare siite.

Each of these blocks is six storeys high – with a maximum height reaching up to 24 storeys – to provide apartments for 1000 households.

These interlocking blocks resemble a vertical village, complete with cascading sky gardens … and both public and private roof terraces.

But for Scheeren, the design is as much about the open spaces created between the blocks as the dramatic effect of stacking them.

Not only do the openings help maximize the views for residents and allow light and breezes to penetrate, they also create sky gardens for outdoor living.

Together with the eight themed courtyards and children’s playgrounds, the sky gardens contribute to another underlying concept of The Interlace – to encourage a sense of community and multi-generational interaction for its residents.

Video: http://trendsideas.com/#/search/44677
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However, I’ve got no hesitation using unique to describe the project we’re looking at here – it’s The Interlace … a CapitaLand development in Singapore.

Firstly, there’s the underlying philosophy behind the project – that high end residential projects by world renowned architectural firms should be accessible to a wide range of people … and not just an elite few.

And then there’s the design itself … by Ole Scheeren for distinguished international firm OMA.

This is no standard response to multi-residential projects which usually result in a huddle of separate high-rise towers. Instead, Scheeren has arranged 31 stacked blocks in a spectacular hexagonal pattern on the eight hectare siite.

Each of these blocks is six storeys high – with a maximum height reaching up to 24 storeys – to provide apartments for 1000 households.

These interlocking blocks resemble a vertical village, complete with cascading sky gardens … and both public and private roof terraces.

But for Scheeren, the design is as much about the open spaces created between the blocks as the dramatic effect of stacking them.

Not only do the openings help maximize the views for residents and allow light and breezes to penetrate, they also create sky gardens for outdoor living.

Together with the eight themed courtyards and children’s playgrounds, the sky gardens contribute to another underlying concept of The Interlace – to encourage a sense of community and multi-generational interaction for its residents.
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         LaVida Apartments features luxury one-, two-, and three-bedroom apartment homes in Miami, Florida.

         LaVida Apartments features luxury one-, two-, and three-bedroom apartment homes in Miami, Florida.
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Business inquiries 
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Remember to like & subscribe for daily videos! 

• Levinho's Social Media Handles •
https://www.instagram.com/levinho/
https://www.tiktok.com/@levinho/

#levinho    #pubgmobile   #sevou
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                Buy the design at https://dpro.design/product/da42301a/
Step into the house with your phon...
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                    Buy the design at https://dpro.design/product/da42301a/
Step into the house with your phone (or computer) to have a virtual tour through this link. https://dpro.design/virtual-tours/DA42301A/
Design available with House ID: DA32301A and DA42301A

Total Floor Area = 1160sqm/ 12486sqft
Ground Floor Area = 248sqm/2670sqft
Apartment Area = 104sqm/1116sqft

On a small 50X100 plot, construct 6 Apartments each with 2 bedrooms each with its own attached bathroom. An additional guest toilet/ WC for each apartment. 6 vehicle weather protected parking and a laundry room on 3 floors livable.

Ground Floor:
- 6 Vehicle Parking
- Stairs to the first floor

First Floor:
- 2 Apartments each with the layout description as below
- Living room in open plan layout together with the dining room and kitchen
- Front facing private balcony accessed through the living room
- Dining room
- Kitchen 
- Side facing private balcony with outdoor cooking platform for barbeques or charcoal stove cooking and laundry area accessed through the kitchen
- Guest toilet/ WC
- Door into private corridor leading to the bedrooms
- Kid's bedroom with private bathroom accessed only through the kid's bedroom
- Master bedroom with private bathroom accessed only through the Master bedroom. Dressing/ makeup area.

Second Floor:
- 2 Apartments each with the layout description as on First Floor
- Stairs to the first and third floor

Third Floor:
- 2 Apartments each with the layout description as on First Floor
- Stairs to the second and fourth floor

Fourth Floor:
- Optional rooftop access
- Rooftop can be adapted as a flat roof with activity access (laundry, patio or solar system)
- Access to water tanks
- Stairs to the third floor

Approximate Construction Cost in East African with premium and luxury finishes: UGX 800,000,000, KES 23,000,000, TZS 500,000,000, RWF 208,000,000, BIF 415,000,000, EUR 192,000, USD 216,000.  Please note this is an estimate made based on ideal Ugandan conditions. Prices will vary depending on Country, method of construction, construction technology and the team used.

Download files include;-
Sheet Index
Welcome page
Rear Elevation
Left Elevation
Front Elevation
Right Elevation
Floor Plans
Foundation/Footers
Ground Floor Area
Renderings 01
Renderings 02
Renderings 03
Door Schedule
Window Schedule
Building Sections
Site Plan
Project Presentation – View 1
Project Presentation – View 2
Project Presentation – Site
Project Presentation – Floor Plans
Project Presentation – Sections
Project Presentation – Renders
Project Presentation – Zones
Project Presentation – Details
Project Presentation – Elevations

Get in touch with us at hello@dpro.design to purchase an accurate Bills Of Quantities and Material Schedule.

Made with ARCHICAD and Twinmotion

Buy the design at https://dpro.design/product/da42301a/
Download a FREE sample drawings and renders of this building https://dpro.design/wp-content/uploads/2021/02/DPRO.design-Architectural-Project-6-Apartment-DA42301A-Free-Tier.pdf

Your Source of Beautiful House Plans for cost-effective construction. DPRO.design is available for hire to 3D render any designs. 
https://www.dpro.design

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Books I recommend on Amazon (Affiliate links):

Your Architecture Career :
https://amzn.to/3brXPDE

Building Construction Illustrated:
https://amzn.to/3OHATPq

Fundamentals of Building Construction:
https://amzn.to/3OHB1yo

Building Codes Illustrated 2018:
https://amzn.to/3OHr7wE

Building Construction Principles, Materials, and Systems:
https://amzn.to/3QMqbJb

Estimating construction costs:
https://amzn.to/3ytwzy1

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

My Gear on Amazon (Affiliate links):

Laptop - https://amzn.to/3OJyL9U
Cooling Pad - https://amzn.to/3HSIngj
Mouse - https://amzn.to/3bg29Wz
Desktop - https://amzn.to/3zYaSXU
Keyboard - https://amzn.to/3A7MP8T
Monitor - https://amzn.to/3A5E5jO

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

#dproDesign #BeautifulDesign #HouseDesigns
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                    This is a reupoload of my miami live stream that stopped :( Why not spend the night in this luxury Condo, this is a cozy bedroom condominium scene, luxurious but still cozy, feel like spending time in a beautiful, expensive opulent condo, this won't cost you a thing staying here, maybe a bit of internet bandwidth. Sleep to the sounds of torrential rain and thunder, leave the balcony door open to listen to the rain and thunder. With some very subtle city sounds to go with the heavy thunderstorm. I have put some lights animating on the buildings in the background. The rain in this video is meant to be a heavy tropical downpour, the glazed door to the balcony is deliberately left open to let the sound of the rain into the room.

If you like my content and feel like you want to show some extra support...
Perhaps consider 'buying me a coffee' here: https://ko-fi.com/ambientrenders

Sleep well & Stay Safe everyone

Ambient Renders

Copyright information:
Do not copy, reproduce or redistribute my videos anywhere on the internet, I do not give permission unless its expressly given in writing by myself. Thank you

#RainonWindow #RainSoundsforSleeping #RainatNight #rainsounds #ambientrenders
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                Dakota Apartments WEST Side Photo Analysis

                The Dakota, also known as the Dakota Apartments, is a famous and historic residential buil...
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                    The Dakota, also known as the Dakota Apartments, is a famous and historic residential building in New York City. Located at 1 West 72nd Street on the northwest corner of 72nd Street and Central Park West in the Upper West Side, the Dakota was completed in 1884 and is one of the city's most prestigious addresses. The building was designed by architect Henry J. Hardenbergh, who later designed the Plaza Hotel, in a style that blends elements of the Renaissance, Gothic, and German architecture.

The Dakota is known for its luxury, its large apartments, and its prominent residents, including celebrities, artists, and musicians. One of its most famous residents was John Lennon, the former Beatle, who lived there from 1973 until his assassination in front of the building in 1980. Yoko Ono, Lennon's widow, has continued to live in the Dakota.

The building's name is said to have come from the developer, Edward Clark, who believed its location was as remote as the Dakota Territory, though this was well before the Upper West Side was fully developed. The Dakota was designated a New York City Landmark in 1969 and was added to the National Register of Historic Places in 1972. It is notable for its high gables, deep roofs, terracotta spandrels, and oriel windows, among other architectural features, making it an iconic part of New York City's architectural heritage.

Welcome to the Strange History Society. Your membership to this channel helps me create more videos like this one. Please join here: https://www.youtube.com/@StrangeHistorySociety

https://linktr.ee/strangehistorysociety
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                    Timberchase Apartments are located in the Homewood neighborhood of Birmingham, Alabama, and are going to be starting some exciting renovations in 2022! 
Take a tour of our community through photos! We have so much to offer!
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                    https://www.prairieoaksseniorapartments.com | 608-845-7475

Prairie Oaks II has one and two bedroom apartment homes for those 55 and older. Prairie Oaks II is a smoke-free community.

Located in the beautiful suburb of Verona, Prairie Oaks II has something for everyone. Convenient to the downtown area for shopping, banking, and restaurants, you are also just a 15 minute drive to attractions and amenities Madison has to offer. Without leaving the community, you will have the opportunity to spend your mornings chatting with friends over coffee, card games in the afternoons and social hours in the evenings.

With more than 30 years’ experience in independent senior living, Laramar offers responsive 24-hour emergency maintenance and professional management.  Prairie Oaks II Senior Apartments is an affordable apartment community and has income restriction guidelines.
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                While spending a year abroad in Rabat, Morocco with the YES Abroad program, I fell in love...
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                    While spending a year abroad in Rabat, Morocco with the YES Abroad program, I fell in love with the towering apartment buildings seen all around the city. From my bedroom, I looked across a cluster of courtyards to the back of another apartment building, seeing into our neighbors' balconies and homes. The ever-changing nature of these frequently used balconies, plus the shadow on them that constantly shifted according to the weather and time, prompted me to take a photo from my window each day to document these dynamic apartments. While I lost about 2/3 of my photos taken, this is a small collection of the ones I was able to salvage. 
song: Zina by Algerian band Babylone
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                    Read the full article at: http://trendsideas.com/#/search/44675

The Interlace apartments feature stacked building blocks in an hexagonal pattern, and offers affordable housing in Singapore

With its 31 stacked blocks and hexagonal plan,
The Interlace is far from standard tower block design
 
Trends editorial director Paul Taylor looks at this 
dramatic design by OMA/Ole Scheeren

When it comes to design, the word unique is one that is so overused these days that it’s started to lose its value. 

However, I’ve got no hesitation using unique to describe the project we’re looking at here – it’s The Interlace … a CapitaLand development in Singapore.

Firstly, there’s the underlying philosophy behind the project – that high end residential projects by world renowned architectural firms should be accessible to a wide range of people … and not just an elite few.

And then there’s the design itself … by Ole Scheeren for distinguished international firm OMA.

This is no standard response to multi-residential projects which usually result in a huddle of separate high-rise towers. Instead, Scheeren has arranged 31 stacked blocks in a spectacular hexagonal pattern on the eight hectare siite.

Each of these blocks is six storeys high – with a maximum height reaching up to 24 storeys – to provide apartments for 1000 households.

These interlocking blocks resemble a vertical village, complete with cascading sky gardens … and both public and private roof terraces.

But for Scheeren, the design is as much about the open spaces created between the blocks as the dramatic effect of stacking them.

Not only do the openings help maximize the views for residents and allow light and breezes to penetrate, they also create sky gardens for outdoor living.

Together with the eight themed courtyards and children’s playgrounds, the sky gardens contribute to another underlying concept of The Interlace – to encourage a sense of community and multi-generational interaction for its residents.

Video: http://trendsideas.com/#/search/44677
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    		Donuts (corporation)

      
Donuts or Donuts Inc. is a start-up company that was created to apply and run new generic top-level domains (gTLDs) as made possible by ICANN's gTLD expansion program; it was co-founded by Paul Stahura, Jonathon Nevett, Richard Tindal, and Daniel Schindler. In April 2011, the company was in stealth mode and raising capital; based on the company's filing with the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC), Donuts raised $1 million equity financing. Since then it has submitted 307 gTLD applications and secured an initial investment of $100 million in financing, and a subsequent round of an undisclosed amount though apparently it "almost doubles" its reserves. The second round of funding was earmarked specifically for gTLD auctions to resolve its 158 contention sets. The company's headquarters is located in Bellevue, Washington.



In September 2012, Donuts was ranked #14 in The Wall Street Journal's Top 50 Start-Ups for 2012. It was also the newest start-up on the list.
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   		Edit

 			Halle Bailey flaunts her stunning postpartum figure in a bikini... four months after welcoming son...

			
  			

	



			
      
			The Daily Mail
			
      09 Apr 2024
			
  		
            Halle Bailey enchanted her 8.5 million Instagram followers on Monday as she shared a trio of bikini-clad snaps ... The sultry photos showed the music artist in a high-rise apartment home with a city backdrop visible in tall windows ... 'This is 24.' ... .
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 			Māori groups to build affordable housing and a one-stop healthcare centre close to Middlemore

			
  			

	



			
      
			NewstalkZB
			
      08 Apr 2024
			
  		
            A drone picture of the site opposite Middlemore Hospital where 124 mixed typology apartments and a Whānau Wellness centre will be built. Photo / Whānau Waipareira.
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 			Apartment 404 Episode 7 Recap & Spoilers: Which Team Finds Their Member First?

			
  			

	



			
      
			Coming Soon
			
      07 Apr 2024
			
  		
            Apartment 404 Poster (Photo Credit ... Episode 7 of Apartment 404 arrived on Amazon Prime Video on Friday, April 5, 2024 ... Apartment 404 Episode 7 ... Episode 7 of Apartment 404 begins with an introduction to the episode’s case.
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 			Teen Boy Divides Internet Over Prom Outfit, Some Say It's 'Stunning' While Others Call It 'Vile'

			
  			

	



			
      
			Opposing Views
			
      07 Apr 2024
			
  		
            Photo Credit. themissfroufrou/Instagram. Note ... What sets his story apart is his remarkable journey, a testament to the power of self-expression. Photo Credit. themissfroufrou/Instagram ... Photo Credit. themissfroufrou/Instagram ... Photo Credit ... Photo Credit.
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 			Taylor Auerbach: Bombshell twist in

			
  			

	



			
      
			The Daily Mail
			
      07 Apr 2024
			
  		
            The photos were allegedly taken on December 24, 2019, in Ms Malkah's Kings Cross apartment. Mr Auerbach claimed that about 24 hours after visiting her apartment, Ms Malkah posted 'an intimate image ...
      
			
			




                                 
							


				
				
   		Edit

 			Lori Hutchinson was covering Bill Clinton's 1994 Topeka visit when she went into labor

			
  			

	



			
      
			cjonline
			
      07 Apr 2024
			
  		
            Hutchinson then gave birth at 5.57 p.m ... The two posed together for photos Tuesday in the loft apartment where Matt Hutchinson lives in downtown Topeka.Why was President Clinton in Topeka? ... Jackson. 'A wild day' ... 1st and Monroe, he said ... "It's coming.
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 			Making Space Where There Isn’t Any

			
  			

	



			
      
			New York Magazine
			
      06 Apr 2024
			
  		
            The apartment before the renovation had two small bedrooms, and the living and dining/kitchen spaces were cut off from the windows.The new bedroom nook after the walls came down allows the rest of the ...
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 			Pasadena’s new Brantwood touts luxury apartments for active seniors 62 and up

			
  			

	



			
      
			Orange County Register
			
      05 Apr 2024
			
  		
            (Photo by Michael Wilkerson). Agent Lindsey Darling of The Agency, visits the Brantwood luxury apartments for seniors 62 and older in Pasadena’s Playhouse Village, on Thursday, March 21, 2024. (Photo by Sarah Reingewirtz, Los Angeles Daily News/SCNG).
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 			Apartment 404 Episode 7 Release Date & Trailer Revealed

			
  			

	



			
      
			Coming Soon
			
      05 Apr 2024
			
  		
            Apartment 404 Poster (Photo Credit ... The popular variety show Apartment 404 is all set to make its arrival on Amazon Prime Video with its brand-new episode 7 this April 2024 ... New episodes of Apartment 404 air every Friday on Amazon Prime Video.
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 			Real estate news: ‘Van’ Heflin Jr., co-founder of Heflin Realty, dies at 93

			
  			

	



			
      
			Orange County Register
			
      05 Apr 2024
			
  		
            (Photo courtesy of Cushman & Wakefield) Ares fund buys industrial complex in Westminster for $64 million ... (Photo courtesy of CBRE) Colony District apartment building fetches $2.5 million ... (Photo ...
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 			Dining Delight at DiDi Restaurant: Where Friends, Fun and Vegetarian Options Meet

			
  			

	



			
      
			LA Weekly
			
      05 Apr 2024
			
  		
            (Photo courtesy DiDi Restaurant). But what truly sets DiDi apart is its diverse menu from Chef Tue Nguyen boasting an array of vegetarian, meat, and seafood options that are sure to tantalize the taste buds ... (Photo courtesy Didi Restaurant).
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 			Family is searching for answers in March 16 disappearance of Steven Bert of Sugarcreek

			
  			

	



			
      
			Times Reporter
			
      05 Apr 2024
			
  		
            SUGARCREEK − When the Sugarcreek police entered Steven Bert’s apartment on March 16, they didn’t find the 28-year-old or his newly purchased vehicle ... “That’s why the GoFundMe photo has him in his work clothes,” she said.
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 			Biden tours collapsed Baltimore bridge and declares ‘your nation has your back’

			
  			

	



			
      
			The Press Enterprise
			
      05 Apr 2024
			
  		
            (AP Photo/Julia Nikhinson) ... (AP Photo/Manuel Balce Ceneta) ... (AP Photo/Manuel Balce Ceneta). “From the air I saw the bridge that has been ripped apart,” Biden said, “but here on the ground I see a community that’s pulled together.”.
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 			1 dead after part of crane falls on Fort Lauderdale bridge
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			The Virginian-Pilot
			
      05 Apr 2024
			
  		
            New River Drive East, the site of what will be the Gables Riverwalk apartment building. Photos show KAST Construction signs on the property, which has offices in West Palm Beach, Coral Gables and Tampa, according to the company’s website.
      
			
			




                                 
							


				
				
   		Edit

 			'These 2 men are heroes to me': Fire survivor reunites with firefighters years decades later

			
  			

	



			
      
			Akron Beacon Journal
			
      05 Apr 2024
			
  		
            In the early morning hours of May 17, 1972, a fire broke out at a row house located at 245 Kenmore Blvd., killing three children and injuring four other people, including another child ... Surgeon saw the photo of the remaining apartments by chance.
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